
Dungeon 621 

Chapter 621 Maze 

“I’m just reminding you out of kindness. If you’re in a hurry, I won’t stop you,” Lu Benwei said 

indifferently. 

At the same time, he took a step to the left to make way for the three Wu brothers. 

From the very beginning, he had realized how extraordinary the secret realm was. He had a vague 

feeling that this place was not as simple as it seemed on the surface. 

The three Wu brothers were very unconvinced and vowed to go against Lu Benwei. 

“Big Brother, Second Brother, I’ll go up and take a look first!” 

With that, Wu Lu soared into the sky and flew toward the palace’s door. 

There were many experts with him. Even if there was any danger, they could work together to escape. 

Soon, the first wave of people entered the palace. There were still some people waiting outside. 

Time ticked by. About ten minutes had passed. 

Not a single person from the first batch of people was able to come out and report. 

Everyone frowned and asked, “Why is there no news at all?” 

“Could it be that they’ve been bewitched by the divine treasures inside?” 

“Big Brother, could it be that the kid was right?” Wu Hai asked. 

“Don’t talk nonsense!” Wu Biao glared at him fiercely, but at the same time, he was a little uncertain. 

At this moment, someone suddenly exclaimed, “Something bad has happened. The exit of the secret 

realm has been closed!” 

The news caused an uproar in the crowd. 

“What’s going on? Ma Zheng went in and came out just now. Why is the entrance closed?” 

Many people went back to confirm and found that it was indeed as they had said. The entrance they 

came from had been closed! 

“How, how did this happen?” 

Nervous! 

Unease! 

A series of emotions spread through the crowd. They were very likely to be trapped here! 

“What should we do?” 

Nervousness also spread to the Zhang family’s team. Everyone turned pale with fright and was at a loss. 



“Second Leader, what should we do? We might all be trapped here?” 

“Father, it’s all your fault. You insisted on making us siblings follow you to this lousy place!” 

The second head of the Zhang family was also very shocked and at a loss. 

“Everyone, don’t panic.” 

Lu Benwei comforted the Zhang family. 

“There should be an exit to this place! Since those divine materials and treasures can be found here, it 

proves that there is an unknown exit in this secret realm!” 

Hearing Lu Benwei’s words, everyone’s emotions eased a little. 

At this moment, the palace door that was originally closed suddenly opened. Everyone raised their 

heads and looked over. 

“Someone finally came out!” 

“What’s going on inside?!” someone in the team at the entrance of the maze shouted in the direction of 

the palace gate. 

However, in the next second, everyone’s faces turned pale at the same time. A bloody man walked out 

of the palace. His steps were staggering, and his ten toes had been chopped off by something! 

“Little brother!” 

“Huan’er!” 

A direct descendant of the Ji family and the head of the family roared. They saw the bloody man’s face 

clearly. They were the blood relatives of the Ji family! 

The disciple of the Ji family flew into the sky and rushed toward the palace, wanting to save his younger 

brother. 

Something strange happened. The disciple of the Ji family flew straight into the palace and disappeared 

completely! 

The bloody man fell to the ground. It was unknown if he was dead or alive! 

“Huan’er!” 

“Lie’er!” 

A family head of the Ji family howled in pain. 

“Don’t stop me, I want to save them!” 

The Liu family and the Yang family were afraid that if this continued, they would summon an existence 

that was not to be trifled with. They acted together to stop the crazy Ji family head. 

“The others are probably the same as them,” Lu Benwei heaved a sigh of relief and said regretfully. 



Wu Biao and Wu Hai felt as if they had eaten a dead child. Lu Benwei had reminded them earlier, but 

the three brothers did not listen. 

“Why didn’t you stop him just now?” Wu Hai’s voice was filled with rage. 

When Chu Yan heard this, she retorted, “He reminded you that you didn’t stop. Now you’re blaming us 

for not stopping you. Don’t you feel ashamed?” 

“Don’t be anxious. I just used my insight skill to investigate. The disciple of the Ji family is fine,” Lu 

Benwei said, “Wu Lu might have his toes cut off inside.” 

Wu Biao and Wu Hai were so angry that their lips were trembling! 

At this moment, the Ji family heard this and hurriedly asked, “Brother, what did you say? Huan’er is 

fine?” 

“He just fainted,” Lu Benwei said indifferently. 

“How can you be so sure?” 

“This place is twenty miles away from the palace. How can you know his condition?” a family member 

asked. 

Lu Benwei shrugged. “I’m a supporter. I have observation skills. I can observe places 20 miles away.” 

“Supporter?” 

When everyone heard that Lu Benwei was a supporter, they immediately lost their curiosity about him. 

“I thought he was an expert. I didn’t expect him to be a supporter!” 

When the Wu brothers saw that Lu Benwei’s prophecy had succeeded, they were a little afraid of him. 

After hearing that Lu Benwei was a supporter, he instantly became disdainful. 

“So, he’s a supporter!” 

“It’s just a blind cat bumping into a dead mouse.” 

“Brother Lu, what do you think we should do next?” Zhang Chuchen asked. 

Lu Benwei replied, “Whether you want to leave this place or continue exploring, you have to go through 

this maze.” 

“I understand. Everyone, enter the maze immediately. Follow closely and don’t fall behind.” 

When the other families saw that the Zhang family had begun to take action, they said, “That kid is right. 

Whether you want to leave this place or continue exploring, you have to go through this maze!” 

“Ma Zheng from the Ma family knows the path, so we’ll follow them!” 

After saying that, everyone began to move in unison. 

However, not long after they walked, in an empty spot in the middle, Lu Benwei and other families saw 

the Ma family returning. 



When the large group of people met, they all stared at each other. 

“Why are you guys back?” 

The Ma family’s people were covered in dust, and the Ma family head face’s was even darker. 

“Did the maze route change?” Lu Benwei suddenly asked. 

When the Ma family head saw that it was Lu Benwei who spoke, his expression stiffened and he turned 

his head away. 

“As expected,” Lu Benwei said, “Then it’s all up to each family’s ability now.” 

When the Ma family head heard Lu Benwei’s words, his face turned even darker. He originally wanted to 

rely on Ma Zheng to seize the opportunity first. Every time he thought about it, the layout of the maze 

changed. So, the Ma family could only return the way they came. 

After some discussion, everyone decided to find their own way out. 

The Ji family chose a path that seemed to lead to the palace and decided to try their luck. The Ma 

family’s strength was powerful, and they thought they were fearless, so they followed. 

“Little friend Lu, which path should we choose?” 

Chapter 622 Skeleton Knight 

Lu Benwei had revealed his divine power not long ago. He had successfully predicted the strangeness of 

the palace, causing the second head of the Zhang family to value him a little more. 

At this moment, they were at the center of the maze, overlooking the entire situation. There was a total 

of eight entrances in the middle, and each of them led to the depths of the location. 

Lu Benwei said, “This maze can change. Let’s wait and see when the time comes.” 

Soon, as Lu Benwei expected, after a few breaths, each entrance switched positions. 

What was even stranger was that the Ma family, who was originally on the same path as the Ji family, 

came out from the same entrance as the Liu family. After a while, the Ji family and the Yang family came 

out from another entrance. 

The official investigation team also returned to the central point from one of the entrances. The people 

from the major forces stared at each other. 

“What the hell is this place?” 

“Why is it so strange?” 

Everyone sighed, their eyelids twitching. 

“Oh right, where’s the Liang family? Why don’t I see anyone from the Liang family?” someone suddenly 

shouted. 

Only then did everyone come back to their senses. There was not a single figure of the Liang family in 

the large group. 



Fear and anxiety surged into their hearts again. It seemed like they were trapped here! 

At this moment, the palace door opened again, and another person came out. He was covered in blood. 

The skin on his back had been cut off by something, revealing his bloody bones. 

Everyone’s scalps went numb, and they kept inhaling cold air. 

This was an expert invited by the Yang family, a level-70 expert, but he was also injured in the palace! 

“Damn it, everything is caused by the things in this palace. Let’s attack them together. What do you 

think?” someone from the Yang family suggested. 

“I think it’s not bad!” 

“If this goes on, we’ll be trapped here sooner or later!” 

After saying that, someone soared into the sky and activated a skill toward the magnificent palace. 

For a moment, the world was filled with colorful lights. All kinds of skills shone on the earth, making it 

incomparably dazzling. 

“Rumble!” 

All kinds of skills were thrown at the palace, shaking off many boulders. 

Soon, they attacked together. The gate of the palace creaked and slowly opened. 

In the past, the door had always been opened from the inside, but this was the first time it had been 

opened from the outside. It seemed like something was coming out from the inside! 

“Monster, come out and die!” 

“At most, we’ll risk our lives and pierce through your secret realm!” 

Many experts of the Rodu family were in the sky, roaring in the direction of the palace. 

“Clang!” 

There was a strange sound, like the flash of a sword. It happened so quickly that they did not even have 

time to react. 

“Puff!” 

A level-50 powerhouse’s body split apart, and dark red blood gushed out like a waterfall. 

Everyone gasped in shock. With a single slash, a level-50 expert was split into two halves. It was too 

shocking! 

Before anyone could react, another level-50 expert was cut in half! 

The blade flashed. It was so fast that no one could see it clearly. It was so fast that the person who was 

struck was still talking. In the next second, his body was cut in half, and dark red blood spurted out like a 

waterfall. 

“Ah!” 



Finally, some of the juniors reacted. After letting out a miserable cry, they hid behind the experts of the 

family and trembled endlessly. 

“Da!” 

“Da da!” 

The sound of heavy horse hooves came from the depths of the palace. Everyone looked over in horror. 

“Woo!” 

Black smoke surged out of the palace, and a pair of golden monster eyes shot out like lightning. 

Many people shuddered at the same time, and their entire bodies trembled. Only a few people had 

solemn expressions as they stared at the black mist. 

As the black fog dissipated, a Skeleton Knight rode out of the palace on a scaled iron horse. It was tall 

and intimidating, holding a black-gold crescent blade in its hand. It shone with black light and had the 

power to subdue heaven and earth. 

The iron horse it was riding on was covered in dense scales and emitted threatening cold air. Its bowl-

sized iron hooves stomped down, leaving a horseshoe-shaped gap in the ground! 

“What kind of creature is this?” 

Everyone sucked in a breath of cold air, fear rising in their hearts! 

Lu Benwei and Chu Yan also gasped. It was not that they were afraid of the Skeleton Knights, but they 

had never seen such creatures. 

‘Could it be that this place has a connection with a powerful existence in the starry sky?’ Lu Benwei 

thought to himself. 

At this moment, the Skeleton Knight swung its saber and slashed out in the air. The attack power was 

terrifying, and the space trembled at this moment! 

“Buzz!” 

“Puff!” 

With a flash of the blade, another level-50 powerhouse’s head fell to the ground. 

“Retreat!” one of the experts shouted, “Those below level 60 retreat! This Skeleton Knight has a skill 

similar to beheading!” 

Many people also saw the trick. The Skeleton Knight slashed several times in a row. Level-60 experts 

could still withstand it, but those below level 60 were in a tragic situation. They did not even have the 

chance to resist. 

A few level-60 experts rushed out, wanting to take down the Skeletal Knights in one fell swoop. 

“It’s you, this evil creature, who’s causing trouble. Watch as we kill you!” 

A magician waved a magic circle and summoned a meteor shower. 



“Boom!” 

The ground melted and turned into a land of lava. Any creature that stepped on it would be roasted by 

the scorching heat. 

A dagger expert split into a clone and attacked. His attack power was unparalleled and extraordinary. 

Many level-60 powerhouses moved out together, unleashing their strongest attack, wanting to kill the 

Skeleton Knight. 

The Skeleton Knight’s iron horse let out a long neigh, stirring up spatial fluctuations. With one strike, it 

destroyed the lava land. 

Then, the Skeleton Knight swung its sword and slashed, splitting apart the assassin’s clone with one 

strike. 

“Boom!” 

Other skills came one after another, wanting to kill him. 

At this moment, the Skeleton Knight raised its blade and opened its mouth to let out a demonic sound. 

“There’s a path to heaven, but you didn’t take it.” 

The demonic sound pierced through the mountains and rivers, shaking everyone’s soul! 

The skills that pounced at him shattered one after another. The originally terrifying attacks were now 

like paper. 

Everyone turned pale with fright and felt a chill run down their spines. The demonic voice kept ringing in 

their ears. 

“This, this is hell?” 

“How can such a thing exist in the Dragon Kingdom?” 

Lu Benwei was also quite surprised. “How can this be hell?” 

At this moment, a person walked toward the Ma family’s camp. “Ma Zheng, are you going to make a 

move?” 

Ma Zheng crossed his arms and stared at the Skeleton Knight in front of the hall. 

The man laughed. “You’re really cocky.” 

“Since you’re not going, then I’ll go!” 

After saying that, that person soared into the sky and launched a peerless attack on the Skeleton Knight. 

The head of the Liu family slapped his thigh in joy. 

“With my son here, everyone can rest easy!” 

Chapter 623 Black Gold Crescent Blade 

Liu Wei, the eldest son of the Liu family, was level 79. 



The class was a hidden class among warriors, the second class of the Earth Shaker, Earth Shatterer King! 

In Rodu, together with Ma Zheng, they were called Rodu Dragon and Tiger. 

Although his level was lower than Ma Zheng’s, he was also younger than Ma Zheng. If the two of them 

were the same age, it was uncertain who would be the dragon and who would be the tiger! 

“Shattering the Earth!” 

Liu Wei threw a punch, infusing divine power into the ground. 

Suddenly, the earth rumbled, and many boulders gathered as if they had turned into a wild beast. Then, 

they woke up and launched an earth-shattering attack. 

“Rumble!” 

The Skeleton Knight jumped on its horse, and the Black Gold Crescent Blade burst out with an eternal 

black light as it slashed at the ground. 

This was an attack that dominated the world, and almost nothing could stop it. 

“Buzz!” 

The Black Gold Crescent Blade vibrated, and the slash cut through the sky and earth, splitting the savage 

beast in half. 

The Skeleton Knight rode on its iron horse and galloped in the air, thrusting toward Liu Wei. 

Liu Wei let out a strange roar, and a pair of purple giant hammers appeared in his hands, giving off an 

explosive power! 

The twin hammers flew across the sky, releasing a purple glow that blocked the dark green sun in the 

sky, casting a mountain-like shadow on the ground. 

The immense pressure was unparalleled. Liu Wei’s power seemed to want to crush the sky. 

The Skeleton Knight did not dodge. It rode straight toward Liu Wei. 

Liu Wei did not seem to have any thoughts, because he was facing an attack that anyone would have to 

avoid. 

“Buzz!” 

The Black Gold Crescent Blade sank into the giant golden hammer. 

Everyone gasped when they saw this. 

“Puff!” 

Liu Wei reacted quickly and let go of his hand in time. Otherwise, he would have been affected by the 

Black Gold Crescent Blade, and the consequences would have been unimaginable! 

At this moment, everyone gasped, and their eyelids twitched. They finally understood that the Skeleton 

Knight in front of them was unparalleled because of the Black Gold Crescent Blade in its hand! 



That skeleton might just be a skeleton. Just this blade alone could rival a level-79 expert. If the person 

wielding this blade was a king, would it be able to unleash the power to split the heavens and earth? 

This was too inconceivable. It had never been heard of since ancient times. 

Many people knew that the Black Gold Crescent Blade had supreme power and were eager to move. 

Liu Wei’s hammer and the Black Gold Crescent Blade met. For a moment, energy storms poured out, 

and the wind howled. 

“Rocks!” 

Liu Wei let out a strange roar and formed a huge mountain in the air. 

“Boom!” 

The mountain was extremely powerful as it pressed down on the Black Gold Crescent Blade. 

The Skeleton Knight commanded the Black Gold Crescent Blade to swing itself. It carried a violent and 

unparalleled power, setting off a strong wind that was invincible. It hit the mountain in front of it and 

caused the void to tremble. 

“Boom!” 

Liu Wei took the opportunity to punch out. His strength was very powerful. His punch pierced through 

the void and the gusts of wind, arriving in front of the Skeleton Knight in an instant. 

Even though the Black Gold Crescent Blade possessed unparalleled demonic might, it also had its flaws. 

When someone was in front of it, it could not display its might and only had a sharp aura. 

“Hiss!” 

The iron horse neighed, shocking everyone’s souls. 

Liu Wei was stunned for a moment. Then, he saw the dense scales of the iron horse move, shooting out 

a dazzling black light. It raised its front hooves and stepped toward him. 

Its bowl-sized hooves had explosive power, like a huge explosion of flames. 

Liu Wei’s body was filled with earth energy. The earth gave him endless power. 

“Boom!” 

The earthen yellow fist collided with the front hooves of the iron horse. Violent fluctuations were 

produced between heaven and earth, and they rushed up into the sky. 

“Puff!” 

Liu Wei coughed up a mouthful of blood and flew backward! 

“My son!” 

The Liu family head was shocked and sent out the Liu family’s experts to rush into the sky to save Liu 

Wei. 



People from the other families also rushed into the sky. There was no other reason. The Black Gold 

Crescent Blade was too tempting. 

Moreover, the warhorse that the Skeleton Knight was riding on was also a powerful ferocious beast. 

However, it submitted to the threat of the Black Gold Crescent Blade and became a mount. Since it 

could be tamed by a blade, it proved that it could be tamed by others. In the future, it would be a great 

help to the family. 

“Boom!” 

The ground was shaking, and huge pits appeared one after another, constantly being destroyed. 

Numerous skills intertwined in this dark green space, emitting colorful lights. 

Only the magnificent palace built on the mountain was safe and sound. Some skills collided with the cold 

wall and instantly turned into nothingness. 

“Haha, the pavilion closest to the water gets the moon first. I’ll gladly accept it!” 

An assassin suddenly appeared behind the Skeleton Knight and took out a black bag that seemed to be 

able to store stars. 

As expected, the black pouch opened wide and began to swallow the world. 

This assassin wanted to take the iron horse, the Black Gold Crescent Blade, and even the Skeleton 

Knight. 

“Boom!” 

However, he had thought too simply. The dense scales of the iron horse quivered, shooting out dazzling 

black light as it raised its pincer. The iron horse had extraordinary power. It poured out like an exploding 

galaxy. 

The assassin’s ribs were broken inch by inch, and his internal organs were twisted. 

“Ah!” 

The Black Gold Crescent Blade slashed out with all its might, splitting the man in half! 

“No!” 

Everyone from the Yang family stomped their feet, feeling pity and sorrow. That was one of their direct 

descendants. He was over level 60 and was a powerful warrior. Now, he was kicked to death by a 

horse’s hoof. It was really humiliating. 

The others were not intimidated by the Black Gold Crescent Blade and the Skeleton Knight. Instead, they 

became more and more courageous as they fought. 

The battle became more and more intense, and the world was filled with a vast expanse of white. 

” Black Gold Crescent Blade, quickly surrender. If you follow us, you won’t suffer any losses!” 

“Iron horse, submit to me. I can bring you into the king’s realm!” 



“Hiss!” 

The iron horse let out a long neigh that shook the heavens and earth. A terrifying aura spread. 

The Black Gold Crescent Blade was filled with killing intent, and it seemed to have become even more 

powerful. 

The Skeleton Knight swung the blade and slashed diagonally, breaking through the heavens and 

shocking the heavens. 

This was an unparalleled attack. The land was enveloped by a terrifying killing intent. The saber light 

shot out, crushing all enemies in the world! 

“Boom!” 

All the experts who attacked were affected by the light. All their skills were like nothingness under that 

attack, and they were extremely weak. 

“Puff!” 

Everyone was slashed at the waist, and blood flew everywhere. It was a tragic sight, like the scene of 

hell. 

“What did you see?” 

Chu Yan and Lu Benwei watched the battle on the ground together, a gentle light flowing in their clear 

eyes. 

“This Black Gold Crescent Blade is made of the same material as the Ancient Sword of Clarity,” Lu 

Benwei said indifferently as he stared at the Black Gold Crescent Blade. 

“Are you going to fight for it?” Chu Yan asked again. 

Lu Benwei nodded. He was sure that the Black Gold Crescent Blade was of a higher level than the 

Ancient Sword of Clarity. 

“Then I’ll help you!” 

Chu Yan was just about to soar into the sky when a figure was one step ahead of her and suddenly stood 

on the top of the mountain. 

Chapter 624 The Ma Family Battle God 

“My brother has made his move!” 

Ma Rui, the eldest daughter of the Ma family, clapped her hands happily. 

Ma Zheng soared into the sky. His upper body was naked, and his skin was bronze in color. He looked 

very heroic! 

“Clang!” 

Ma Zheng waved his arm and slashed. A cold light cut through the stars in his hand, shocking the world! 



The Skeleton Knight swung its blade and slashed. The first time the two sides exchanged blows, divine 

power collided! 

“Clang!” 

A world-shaking collision occurred. The Skeleton Knight rode its iron horse back dozens of meters, and it 

almost fell off its horse. 

As for Ma Zheng, he only shook his body for a moment before he quickly stabilized himself. 

“So powerful!” 

This was what many aristocratic families thought. This was the first time they had seen a Skeleton Knight 

suffer a loss! 

At this moment, a black sun the size of a millstone appeared above the Skeleton Knight’s head. A 

powerful invisible pressure pressed down from the black sun! 

“Black Sun Falling to the Ground!” 

“My brother used Black Sun Falling to the Ground! This is a powerful control skill. No one can break free 

from the black sun! Even if a king comes, we still have to avoid its edge!” Ma Rui explained proudly. 

Then, she looked at the Zhang family. 

“Kangya, why don’t I see anyone from your family coming forward to compete? That Black Gold 

Crescent Blade is at least a legendary weapon. Isn’t your family tempted?” 

Zhang Kangya, the daughter of the second-in-command of the Zhang family, had an extremely ugly 

expression on her face. 

Their family did not even have the qualifications to step forward, let alone compete. The strongest in 

their formation, Wu Biao, was only a little over level 60. 

Against the Black Gold Crescent Blade, there was only death. 

“Buzz!” 

The black sun wheel emitted a formless and powerful pressure. It cracked the ground under the 

Skeleton Knight’s feet, and the laws of heaven and earth were changed by Ma Zheng. 

“Hiss!” 

The iron horse let out a long neigh, shocking everyone’s eardrums. 

The black sun wheel fell like a star, and the space began to shake as if it would collapse in the next 

second. 

The iron horse let out a long, sorrowful neigh. The scales on its entire body opened and closed, and 

black blood seeped out. 

Ma Zheng’s body merged with his shadow and disappeared like a ghost. 

“Ma Zheng is an assassin?” 



When Lu Benwei saw this, he was shocked by Ma Zheng’s attack. 

“Of course!” 

Ma Rui glanced at Lu Benwei in disdain. She had a graceful figure and a pair of beautiful legs that were 

as white as lotus roots. However, there was a trace of arrogance in her expression that made people 

stay away from her. 

“My brother is a powerful class that cultivates strength, agility, and physique!” 

Ma Zheng’s voice emerged from the darkness. The dagger in his hand was cold. The attack was aimed at 

the Skeleton Knight’s vital points. 

Seeing that the dagger was about to reach it, the Skeleton Knight swung the Black Gold Crescent Blade 

and exploded with immortal power! 

“Clang!” 

The cold blade was in the air. The Black Gold Crescent Blade was like a crescent moon. With a clang, it 

struck the dagger! 

Everyone was stunned for a moment. 

According to common sense, being close to the iron horse would be the blind spot of the Black Gold 

Crescent Blade’s attack range. Even if it had its full power, it would not be able to use it. 

Someone raised his head and looked at the Skeleton Knight. Then, he gasped. 

The Skeleton Knight’s arm had already shrunk back into its skeleton, making it look exceptionally 

strange. 

“Ha!” 

Ma Zheng shouted. The dagger in his hand cut through the space again, and an aura that was like a river 

flowing east to the sea exploded out. 

The Skeleton Knight did not move an inch, still brandishing its lade. A cold light streaked across the sky, 

and the void seemed to be cut apart. Its might was even more terrifying than before. 

“Clang!” 

Veins bulged on Ma Zheng’s body as he blocked the attack with great difficulty. 

However, his arm was still numb from the shock. 

At this moment, the black sun above the Skeleton Knight’s head suddenly disappeared, no longer 

affected by any restrictions. 

“Hiss!” 

“Roar!” 

The Skeleton Knight and the iron horse both let out a long roar. The Black Gold Crescent Blade slashed 

out tens of thousands of times in a short moment, each time containing unparalleled demonic power. 



Changing his offensive and defensive style, Ma Zheng was forced to defend. Every slash made him take a 

step back. 

“Clang! Clang! Clang!” 

Ma Zheng’s bones were about to be shattered. His situation was extremely dangerous. 

“Brother!” Ma Rui, the eldest daughter of the Ma Family, cried out in shock. 

At this moment, Lu Benwei soared into the sky. He swung his fists and created a galaxy in the sky. 

“Boom!” 

The stars exploded, and the Star Shattering Fist charged forward, attacking the Skeleton Knight. 

“Hiss!” 

The Skeleton Knight’s iron horse felt an inexplicable killing intent descend from the sky and 

subconsciously cried out. 

Seeing this, Ma Zheng shook his body, and his shattered body healed in an instant. Then, a cold light 

flashed in his eyes, and he erupted with unprecedented strength, aiming at the heart of the iron horse. 

The skeleton was just an ordinary corpse. The one who controlled the Black Gold Crescent Blade was the 

iron horse! 

This was his guess! 

The Skeleton Knight completely ignored Ma Zheng who was in front of it. It raised its head and let out a 

long neigh as it swung its Black Gold Crescent Blade to slash open the sky. 

The Star Shattering Fist fell straight down and collided with the Black Gold Crescent Blade. 

This area had been turned into scorched earth and was filled with devastation. 

Ma Zheng stabbed the dagger into the heart of the iron horse, and a force flowed through his arm into 

the iron horse’s body. 

The iron horse felt pain, and the scales on its body opened, revealing strands of cold light. 

“Hiss!” 

The bowl-sized horse’s hooves moved backward, exploding with a powerful force that could shatter 

space as it struck Ma Zheng’s chest. 

“Puff!” 

Ma Zheng coughed up a large mouthful of blood and flew out like a meteor. 

At this moment, Lu Benwei circulated his dual-origin grade bloodline. The two different bloodline 

powers fused in his body, erupting with chaotic divine light. His body was illuminated like glass as if a 

divine weapon had descended from the sky. 



The four great enhancement skills strengthened his body. The power of heaven and earth poured into 

Lu Benwei’s body, exploding with eternal divine power. Lu Benwei opened his mouth and shouted, using 

the power of judgment. 

“Clang! Clang! Clang!” 

The power of judgment transformed into thousands of divine weapons and swords, slashing at the 

Skeleton Knight thousands of times. Every time, the power of judgment released a peerless attack with 

terrifying power. 

The Skeleton Knight cried out miserably. 

As an evil being, it was most afraid of the power of judgment. Every slash caused thousands of times 

more damage to it. 

“Boom!” 

The iron horse fell, and the connection between the Skeleton Knight and the Black Gold Crescent Blade 

was cut off. 

The white bones turned into a pile of dust and dissipated with a gust of wind. 

Lu Benwei heaved a sigh of relief and looked at the Black Gold Crescent Blade. 

From the moment it appeared, Lu Benwei could sense that its material was the same as the Ancient 

Sword of Clarity, but it was of higher quality. It even had intelligence. 

It was just that in this strange place, its spiritual intelligence was polluted, and killing intent was 

produced. 

“Get your gaze away from the crescent blade!” 

A roar interrupted Lu Benwei’s thoughts. 

Chapter 625 Where They Belong 

“Hiss!” 

A sharp dagger cut through the sky and attacked Lu Benwei. 

Lu Benwei directly punched out! 

At this moment, the effect of his dual-origin rank bloodline had yet to dissipate. Lu Benwei’s Chaos 

Divine Fist was extremely domineering, and its toughness was comparable to godly metal. 

“Pa!” 

Lu Benwei’s fist sent the dagger flying, and the entire blade sank straight into the ground. 

Ma Zheng was slightly stunned by Lu Benwei’s overbearing fist intent. 

At this moment, the various families surrounded them in unison, harboring ill intentions. 

“What do you want?” Lu Benwei stepped on the Black Gold Crescent Blade and said coldly to Ma Zheng. 



“Did you defeat that Skeleton Knight?” Ma Zheng’s expression was also very cold. His muscles bulged, 

and with his bronze skin, he looked very intimidating. 

Earlier, he was sent flying by the iron horse, but now, his injuries had mostly recovered. It could be seen 

that his astonishing physique was shocking. 

Other than the Liang family, the other major factions also surrounded them. 

“Second Brother Zhang, who is this kid you invited?” 

“This treasured blade was clearly obtained by everyone together. Why do you want to keep it for 

yourself?” 

The corners of the Zhang family’s second family head’s mouth twitched. 

According to the treaty between Lu Benwei and the Zhang family, the Zhang family had no right to 

question Lu Benwei’s actions. 

“Nonsense, this treasured blade was clearly defeated by my son. How can it be considered as your joint 

effort to defeat it?” the Ma family head said. 

“My brother is invincible.” Ma Rui chimed in. “How long did all of you last under the Skeleton Knight’s 

blade?” 

“That was also defeated by our combined efforts!” Everyone’s expression stiffened. 

At this moment, one of them bent down like a dragon, trying to retrieve the Black Gold Crescent Blade 

from under Lu Benwei’s feet. 

Lu Benwei reacted quickly and slapped the person away. “If you don’t want to die, you can try again!” 

Everyone could not help but take two steps back. Lu Benwei’s aura was overbearing, and it made 

everyone’s hearts tremble. 

“You’re courting death!” 

Lu Benwei returned a tooth for a tooth, an eye for an eye, and erupted with astonishing power! 

“Boom!” 

The palm collided with the palm, and an extremely powerful gale erupted, causing everyone’s clothes to 

flutter in the wind. 

The two of them were in a stalemate. The wind blew wildly, and everyone could not open their eyes. 

At the same time, everyone was extremely shocked and dumbfounded. 

“Who is this kid?” 

“He’s comparable to Ma Zheng’s strength.” 

“I remember that this kid is a supporter. Why is he so strong?” 



When Ma Zheng heard everyone’s discussion, he felt embarrassed as a supporter could ride on his head. 

Moreover, Lu Benwei was more than ten years younger than him, yet he could go against him. 

“Boom!” 

The collision between the two ended. Ma Zheng took a few steps back, and Lu Benwei’s body trembled. 

The foot that stepped on the Black Gold Crescent Blade almost left. 

Everyone was shocked. They were unable to make Lu Benwei move away from the treasured blade. 

“Why don’t we include this kid?” someone suggested. 

“Impossible!” 

“My brother had a bloody battle with the Skeleton Knight, so he’s not in good shape. If my brother was 

at his peak, he’d definitely be able to beat this country bumpkin who doesn’t know the immensity of 

heaven and earth until he finds his teeth on the ground!” 

Ma Zheng’s younger sister, Ma Rui, shouted repeatedly, waving the flag, and cheering for her brother, 

Ma Zheng. 

The Ma family head also stood out and called out, “Yes, my son used the most power against the 

Skeleton Knight.” 

“On the contrary, this kid only took advantage of the Skeleton Knight’s surprise and activated his skill to 

take advantage of it.” 

“No matter what, this treasured blade shouldn’t belong to this kid!” 

“That’s right,” the head of the Liu family said, “It was my son who fought with Ma Zheng in a bloody 

battle. It’s not up to this kid to decide who the treasured blade belongs to.” 

Everyone immediately felt that what he said made sense and nodded in agreement. 

The Ma and Liu families contributed the most, and their overall strength was also much stronger than 

the Zhang Family. No matter what, it was better to kick one out first. 

Someone said, “Moreover, I saw that when this kid attacked, he had the momentum of disregarding Ma 

Zheng’s safety. He probably took the opportunity to finish Ma Zheng off!” 

“Is that true?” the Ma family head was furious. 

“Second Brother Zhang, who exactly did you invite? Do you want to give me an explanation?” 

“Brother Ma, calm down!” 

The head of the Zhang family broke out in cold sweat. 

“Perhaps Little Friend Lu also has something that he can’t say.” 

Zhang Kangle and Zhang Kangya were embarrassed. Now, all the spearheads were pointed at the Zhang 

family, and they had become the target of public criticism. 



“Father, why don’t we draw a clear line with this person now? Don’t let him cause big trouble for our 

family because you didn’t find the opportunity.” 

“Zhang Chuchen, what do you think?” Lu Benwei sneered. 

Zhang Chuchen was stunned for a moment. He thought for a moment and said, “Brother Lu, my attitude 

is very clear. I’ll always be with you.” 

“Zhang Chuchen, you!” 

Zhang Kangle and Zhang Kangya were so angry that their chests felt stuffy. They pointed at Zhang 

Chuchen’s nose and said, “If you don’t live in Rodu, we still want to live in Rodu!” 

Seeing this, Ma Rui immediately shouted coldly, “Zhang Kangle, Zhang Kangya, if you don’t let that 

country bumpkin scram, I’ll teach you a lesson when we get back to Rodu.” 

Suddenly, Chu Yan waved her arms. Everyone was shocked. A bone-chilling cold air swept across the 

world. It was extremely terrifying! 

When people regained their senses, Ma Rui had already turned into an ice sculpture. 

“She’s really noisy!” Chu Yan said coldly. 

Her beauty was peerless, and her face revealed a cold and awe-inspiring temperament, like a goddess in 

the ice. 

“Ruirui!” 

The Ma family head was shocked and immediately went forward to hug the ice sculpture Ma Rui. 

Ma Rui was frozen under the ice and her breathing was rapid. She was in danger! 

“Capture this woman!” 

“Let’s see who dares!” Lu Benwei shouted coldly and brandished his blade in front of Chu Yan. 

The Black Gold Crescent Blade increased Lu Benwei’s strength by several times. The blade danced wildly, 

and the world began to change color! 

Everyone was shocked and retreated in unison. 

They all knew that the Black Gold Crescent Blade had the effect of killing. Hunters below level 60 would 

be killed in one strike by the blade! 

At this moment, Lu Benwei held the Black Gold Crescent Blade in his hand. His divine might was 

unparalleled. He was like the reincarnation of an emperor. He could hold off ten thousand people alone! 

“Second Brother Zhang, do you want to go against the entire Rodu?” 

The Ma family head roared. 

Lu Benwei also said coldly, “Second family head, the Zhang family has compromised every time. Will the 

Zhang family rise because of this?” 



The second family head of the Zhang family was in a dilemma. 

“Father, you can’t listen to him!” Zhang Kangya and Zhang Kangle advised, full of complaints toward Lu 

Benwei. 

The second head of the Zhang family gritted his teeth and said, “Little Friend Lu, I’m really sorry. Please 

return the treasured blade to everyone.” 

“Second Uncle!” Zhang Chuchen was extremely shocked, somewhat disappointed that he had failed to 

live up to his expectations. 

Lu Benwei laughed coldly and said, “Since that’s the case, I’ll return it. But don’t blame me for not 

reminding you. If you want to die, you can take it away!” 

Chapter 626 Tomb 

Lu Benwei’s reaction was unexpected. He threw the Black Gold Crescent Blade into the sky. 

In an instant, everyone’s hearts trembled, and their eyes turned red. 

“Go!” 

The heads of the aristocratic families commanded their experts to fight for it. 

“Chuchen, let your family follow us!” 

“Chu Yan, let’s go quickly!” 

Although Zhang Chuchen did not understand Lu Benwei’s actions, he still let the Zhang family follow 

him. 

Although the Zhang family members were somewhat unwilling, they had angered the Ma family and had 

no choice but to brace themselves and chase after the three people. 

The Ma family head was furious, splitting the Ma family’s experts into three groups. 

One group went to break the ice on Ma Rui’s body. 

One group went to snatch the Black Gold Crescent Blade, and Ma Zhengwei was one of them. 

As for the last group, they would chase after the Zhang family. 

“Father, it’s all because of that damn man! Why are we still following him?” 

On the other side, Zhang Kangya was extremely angry and kept cursing Lu Benwei. 

The second head of the Zhang family was also extremely depressed. They invited Lu Benwei to the 

secret realm to help the Zhang family obtain opportunities and divine materials and treasures! They 

were not here to make enemies! 

“Second Leader, in my opinion, we should draw a clear line with this kid in time to prevent the Ma family 

from settling accounts with us in the future!” The Wu brothers echoed. 

Lu Benwei sneered. “If you want to die, you can turn back.” 



The Wu brothers were furious. The two brothers were ready to make a move and teach Lu Benwei a 

lesson. 

“Do you really think that we brothers are afraid of you?” 

Zhang Kangle echoed, “Brother Wu, I’ve been unhappy with this person for a long time. The two of you 

go together and tie him up. We can go and apologize to the Ma family!” 

Then, the Wu brothers attacked Lu Benwei together. 

Lu Benwei’s expression was cold. He used four great amplification skills and slapped the two people’s 

weapons and hands away, revealing their bloody bones. 

Everyone was terrified and their scalps went numb. 

The second head of the Zhang family’s expression stiffened as he said awkwardly, “Little Friend Lu, calm 

down. All of this was caused by my cowardice.” 

Zhang Chuchen immediately jumped out and said, “The two of you, hurry up and apologize to Little 

Friend Lu!” 

The Wu brothers quivered and said as they looked at their broken palms. 

“Brother Lu, I’m really sorry.” 

Lu Benwei ignored the Wu brothers and said to the second head of the Zhang family with a cold 

expression, “I think you’re quite reasonable and have been patient with your family. This is the last time. 

If any flies bother me in front of me again, don’t blame me for turning hostile. I’ll say one last thing. If 

you want to die, you can do it yourself. Just don’t blame me if anything happens!” 

Zhang Kangle and Zhang Kangya’s expressions were as ugly as if they were eating a dead child. They 

could only swallow their anger. 

“Brother Lu, that treasured blade is extremely powerful. Are we just going to let them go?” Zhang 

Chuchen asked again. 

“It’s only temporarily placed in the hands of the other families. In a while, that treasured blade will 

deliver itself to us!” Lu Benwei said. 

“Huh?” 

“You came here yourself?” Zhang Chuchen was shocked. 

“Yes!” 

“Yes.” Lu Benwei nodded slightly. “Right now, we need to find a path to the palace.” 

“Brother Lu, do you have any leads?” Zhang Chuchen asked again. 

“I remember that the Skeleton Knight spoke the human language just now. Do you still remember that 

sentence?” 



Zhang Chuchen rubbed his chin and pondered for a moment. “I remember now. It seemed to have said 

that you didn’t take the path to heaven but came to hell without a door! What is the meaning of this?” 

“Just now, I carefully observed the eight entrances in the middle. There are words on the ground at each 

entrance that correspond to a type of door.” 

Someone from the Zhang family echoed, “I saw it too. The road we took earlier seemed to have written 

on the ground: “Shock!” 

“Yes!” 

“So, I guess that there are eight words below each of the eight entrances, corresponding to the eight 

doors!” 

“Door?” 

Everyone was shocked and felt that Lu Benwei was a little mysterious. 

Lu Benwei said, “Open, Rest, Life, Wound, Du, Scene, Death, and Shock. There are a total of eight types. 

Right now, we’re walking through the ‘Death’ door, just like the Liang family.” 

“Death door?” 

Everyone’s eyelids twitched violently, and they had a bad feeling in their hearts. 

Zhang Kangya was anxious. “There are so many doors. Why did you choose the Death door?” 

Lu Benwei glanced at her coldly. “This is why the Skeleton Knight said that you didn’t take the path to 

heaven, but came to hell without a door!” 

Zhang Chuchen said, “You didn’t take the path to heaven, but you came to hell without a door! Brother 

Lu, do you mean to say that you want to die?” 

“That’s right. I guess this palace is the tomb of someone inside. He wants to seize the laws of heaven 

and earth and live toward death!” 

“The Liang family entered the Death door by mistake. They should be inside the palace now.” 

Everyone sucked in a breath of cold air, feeling that Lu Benwei’s words were both strange and 

reasonable. 

The second head of the Zhang family swallowed his saliva and said, “According to Lu Benwei, that Life 

door is the entrance?” 

“Yes!” 

“If we get separated, run toward the entrance of the Life door. Do you understand?” Lu Benwei said 

lightly to Chu Yan. 

Chu Yan nodded. 

Among this group of people, she was the only one who trusted Lu Benwei unconditionally. This was not 

just a form of trust. 



Lu Benwei, Chu Yan, and the Zhang family’s group began their journey again. Many people were quite 

dissatisfied with Lu Benwei, but they had to admit that in this strange secret realm, everyone could only 

trust Lu Benwei. 

After walking for a while, the Ma family’s pursuers arrived. Lu Benwei and Chu Yan joined forces and 

effortlessly beat them away. 

For a time, the Zhang family members were once again convinced by Lu Benwei’s strength. 

After a few twists and turns, the group finally arrived at the gate of the magnificent palace. 

At this moment, the aristocratic families were still fighting over the Black Gold Crescent Blade in the 

maze. 

By chance, someone caught a glimpse of the palace. “Look, the Zhang family has arrived at the gate!” 

“What?” 

The expressions of the aristocratic families changed, and they forgot about the dispute for a moment. 

“How did they do it?” 

The Ma family head was extremely furious. His daughter was still trapped in the ice, and he did not 

know when she would be able to see the light of day again! 

At this moment, a Yang family disciple took the opportunity when everyone was distracted to get the 

Black Gold Crescent Blade. 

“Ahahaha!” 

“This treasured blade is mine!” 

The laughter stopped abruptly. The moment he picked up the blade, a wisp of demonic might erupted, 

and his voice began to distort. 

“Trespassers, die!” 

Chapter 627 Demonic Blade 

Everyone was horrified. 

The Yang family disciples’ sudden change made them somewhat at a loss. 

A person from the Yang family stepped forward and said nervously, “Brother, what’s wrong?” 

“Buzz!” 

The Yang family’s disciple swung his saber and immediately cut his brother in half! 

“Ah!” 

Everyone was shocked and retreated. 

Only one person walked forward in the opposite direction and kept asking, “Son, what’s wrong?” 



He was the father of this Yang family’s disciple. When he saw his son’s change, he wanted to pull him 

back immediately. 

“Buzz!” 

The Black Gold Crescent Blade’s power was overwhelming, corrupting the Yang family’s disciples. It 

ordered the Yang family’s disciple to swing himself and slash out with his saber. 

“Ah!” 

The Yang family head screamed as his body was cut in half. 

Their levels were all below level 60, and the Black Gold Crescent Blade triggered the killing effect, 

making it extremely sharp. 

Shocking! 

Fear! 

Horror! 

Many people shouted at the same time, “Run!” 

After saying that, everyone fled in all directions. Only a few level-60 powerhouses remained motionless, 

their expressions cold. 

“This is a demonic blade that can corrode a person’s mind!” 

“It can shine on an ordinary skeleton, and now it’s on a Yang family’s disciple, I’m afraid it’s even harder 

to deal with!” 

“Attack together!” 

“Boom!” 

This time, the formation was even larger than the one they had used to deal with the Skeleton Knight! 

“Meteor magic!” 

A powerful magician waved his magic staff, and a brown magic ring lit up under his feet, spreading 

outward. 

Suddenly, the earth rumbled as many boulders gathered and descended from the sky, launching a 

heaven-shattering attack. 

“Rumble!” 

The Yang family’s disciple shouted and jumped. The Black Gold Crescent Blade burst out with black light 

and slashed toward the ground. This was an attack that dominated the world, and almost nothing could 

stop it. 

“Buzz!” 



The Black Gold Crescent Blade vibrated and slashed out with a peerless sword qi, splitting the meteorite 

into two. It was very clean. 

The Yang family’s disciple stomped on the ground, instantly creating a hole. Then, his body exploded like 

a cannonball, attacking everyone. 

A valiant warrior let out a strange roar and a huge axe appeared in his hand. It was sharp and invincible. 

The two axes crossed the sky and swung out a crescent-shaped aura, blocking the dark green sun in the 

sky and casting a mountain-like shadow on the ground. 

The immense pressure was incomparable, and the power that erupted seemed to want to crush the sky. 

The Yang family’s disciple did not have any intention of dodging, and he pressed straight toward the sky. 

He had long since lost his mind, even if he was facing an attack that anyone would have to avoid. 

“Buzz!” 

The Black Gold Crescent Blade disappeared into the sky. 

Everyone gasped when they saw this. 

The Black Gold Crescent Blade’s sharpness was peerless, and its blade was incomparably sharp. All 

attacks were like paper under its blade. 

“Puff!” 

The soldier reacted quickly and let go of the blade in time. Otherwise, he would have been affected by 

the blade, and the consequences would be unimaginable! 

One of the people in front was defeated, and another quickly followed, holding a pair of daggers in his 

hands! 

A pair of daggers drew a gorgeous arc in the air, sometimes like a graceful swan, sometimes like a 

swimming dragon! 

“Clang! Clang! Clang!” 

The Yang family’s disciple roared and brandished the Black Gold Crescent Blade, unleashing an 

astonishing might, wanting to chop that person into pieces. 

“Boom!” 

The Black Gold Crescent Blade swung, exploding with power that could shatter stars. 

The assassin was fearless and brandished his dagger to meet the enemy! 

“Clang! Clang! Clang!” 

The Black Gold Crescent Blade was unstoppable! 

“Boom!” 

With one strike, the assassin’s dagger and his body were shattered! 



The commotion in the maze alarmed the group of people in front of the hall. They raised their heads 

and looked over. 

“What’s going on?” 

Everyone from the Zhang family was shocked. 

Lu Benwei glanced at him in a hurry. 

“That blade’s intelligence was eroded by the supreme existence in this secret realm and it became a 

demon.” 

“Those who can’t withstand its power will lose their minds!” 

“So, this is the reason why you didn’t let anyone take the blade away just now?” 

“Were you suppressing it?” 

“What else?” Lu Benwei’s expression was indifferent. 

At this moment, the Black Gold Crescent Blade had already started a massacre. Almost no one could 

stop him. 

The maze was filled with bloody mist and corpses. It was like hell. 

“However, the person who possessed the Black Gold Crescent Blade is still relatively weak. If we work 

together, it’s not impossible to defeat him.” 

As expected! 

As Lu Benwei spoke, the experts of the aristocratic families in the maze attacked. 

Other than Ma Zheng and Liu Wei, there were also a few level-80 experts. 

“Stones!” 

Liu Wei let out a strange roar and formed a huge mountain in the air. 

“Boom!” 

The mountain was extremely powerful as it pressed down on the black gold crescent blade. 

The Black Gold Crescent Blade commanded the Yang family’s disciple to attack. With a violent and 

unparalleled power, they set off a strong wind that was invincible. The mountain in front of them 

collapsed and the void began to tremble. 

“Boom!” 

Liu Wei took the opportunity to punch out. His strength was very strong. His punch pierced through the 

void and the wind, and instantly arrived in front of the Yang family’s disciple. 

Ma Zheng made a move at the same time, summoning a black sun above the Yang family’s disciple’s 

head. 



The other level-80 experts also launched their attacks, causing the Yang family’s disciple to scream in 

pain. 

“Let’s go!” 

Lu Benwei could not continue watching. If this situation continued, the Black Gold Crescent Blade would 

be defeated. 

“Are we just going to leave it be?” The second head of the Zhang family swallowed his saliva. 

“Will the blade fall into the hands of other family members?” 

“If you want to control the blade, you must have strong mental power and physique. Do you think those 

people can satisfy these two conditions?” 

The Zhang family’s second head was speechless for a moment. He looked around the crowd and found 

that almost no one could meet Lu Benwei’s conditions. 

At this time, Lu Benwei said, “If they aren’t greedy, after defeating the Yang family’s disciple, they will 

stay away from the blade.” 

“If you’re still greedy.” 

Lu Benwei sneered. 

“That blade can provide a person at least fifty times the amplification. In addition, the blade itself has 

combat strength.” 

“What?” The Zhang family members were shocked. “In other words, if a level-80 person obtained it, it’s 

very likely that there’s already a level-90 king?” 

Lu Benwei did not respond. Instead, he opened the door of the palace. 

Everyone became more and more aware of Lu Benwei’s extraordinariness and hurriedly followed. 

“Brother Lu, if Ma Zheng gets it, do you think you can defeat him?” Zhang Chuchen said nervously. 

Chapter 628 Inside the Palace 

“He’s not qualified to be my opponent!” Lu Benwei said indifferently. 

Everyone from the Zhang family was stunned, and their hearts trembled. 

“What?” Zhang Chuchen was surprised. “A level-90 king isn’t qualified to be your opponent?” 

Lu Benwei did not answer but walked into the palace. 

The Zhang family members were stunned on the spot for a long time, staring at each other. They 

admitted that Lu Benwei was very powerful and was a prodigy of his generation. 

However, to say that a level-90 king was not worthy of being his opponent was a bit of an exaggeration. 

Lu Benwei walked into the palace. 



The entire palace was filled with a gloomy atmosphere. There was a candlestick embedded in the cold 

wall at regular intervals. 

“Boom!” 

Every time they passed by, a candle would start to burn, emitting a strange green light. Everyone felt 

their hair stand on end and stuck closely behind Lu Benwei. 

At first, Lu Benwei said that this place was a tomb, but everyone did not believe it. 

No one would place a tomb in a palace, but when they felt the gloomy atmosphere inside the palace, 

they had no choice but to believe it. 

“Ah!” Zhang Kangya suddenly exclaimed. She happened to see a half-opened door. 

Out of curiosity, she and Zhang Kangle walked in. 

When the candlelight lit up inside, Zhang Kangya saw the scene inside and was instantly scared out of 

her wits. 

“What’s going on?” 

Everyone was shocked and followed them in unison. 

The scene behind the door also gave everyone a fright. Many people subconsciously took a few steps 

back, wanting to escape. 

Lu Benwei also hurriedly entered the hall and frowned. 

Behind the door was a hall. 

Four statues that were five to six meters tall were facing the wall. They looked like the Asura Demon 

Gods, their faces ferocious. 

The strange green candlelight shone on their faces, making them look particularly sinister and terrifying. 

Without exception, they all stood on their golden rooster. They pointed at a kind of magic tool, and their 

basin-sized eyes looked down at the middle of their feet as if they were suppressing something. 

“Eh, why is the magic tool in the hand of the first statue of the Asura Demon God gone?” Chu Yan 

suddenly said in surprise. 

Lu Benwei also noticed this. 

Other than the first Asura Demon God, the remaining three all had a magic tool. 

From the second to the fourth statues, the magic tools they were holding were a black-red trident that 

seemed to weigh thousands of tons and emitted a heavy aura, a blood-red demonic sword that emitted 

strands of killing intent, and a demonic scythe. Its aura was extremely terrifying as if it controlled the life 

and death of all living beings. 

“Haha, do you even need to think about it? These three weapons are all top-grade equipment. They’re 

all ours now!” Zhang Kangle was overjoyed and rushed forward. 



“Come back!” Lu Benwei shouted. At the same time, he moved and pressed him to the ground. 

“Ouch!” 

Zhang Kangle was stepped on by Lu Benwei, and his internal organs were about to turn upside down. 

“What are you doing? Don’t tell me you want to keep it for yourself?” 

Although he was afraid of Lu Benwei’s strength, he had always been unconvinced. Now that Lu Benwei 

was stepping on him, the anger in his heart was ignited. 

“Son, don’t talk to Little Friend Lu like this!” 

The second head of the Zhang family shouted and hurriedly stepped forward, “Little Friend Lu, is there 

anything scary about these three weapons? I think these weapons are very extraordinary!” 

“Of course, and the first missing weapon was the Black Gold Crescent Blade outside!” Lu Benwei said. 

“What?!” Everyone was dumbfounded. “You said that every weapon on it can be like that demonic 

blade. Once it awakens, it will kill wantonly?” 

“That’s not the reason!” Lu Benwei pondered. 

Everyone was even more confused and did not know what to say. 

“Obviously, these four Asura Demon Gods are suppressing something. These four weapons provide 

them with sealing power. Once this weapon is taken away, it will draw out the existence sealed 

underground.” 

“So what? Didn’t you say that you don’t even care about a level-90 king?” Zhang Kangle was very 

unconvinced. “Why are you scared now?” 

Lu Benwei could not be bothered with him. 

“The reason why the demonic blade outside escaped was because the existence in the seal corroded 

him, causing him to develop demonic wisdom. Not only can we not take them away, but we also have to 

help them remove the magic power in this hall to prevent them from causing a disaster in the future! 

Chu Yan, wait for me outside with the Zhang family.” 

The Zhang family was very afraid of Lu Benwei and did not dare to disobey, so they listened to Lu 

Benwei. 

Chu Yan did not leave. Instead, she waited for everyone to leave. 

“Are you hiding something from me?” Chu Yan asked. 

Lu Benwei nodded and said, “This secret realm is very strange. There are too many suspicious things 

going on.” 

“For example?” 

“For example, the maze outside.” Lu Benwei pondered. 



“The maze outside focuses on a Qimen Dunjia Formation, which is what I call the Eight Gates of 

Opening, Rest, Life, Injury, Du, Scene, Death, and Shock.” 

“What is the origin of this Qimen Dunjia?” Chu Yan asked. 

“It has a great origin. It’s a technique from ancient China.” Lu Benwei slowly exhaled. “I also heard it 

from the old beggar. However, in this era where everyone changed their classes, this technique has long 

been forgotten. Even the old beggar only knows half of it.” 

“So you suspect that this secret realm has existed since the ancient Dragon Kingdom?” Chu Yan’s mouth 

was agape. “That’s not possible, right?” 

“In other words, back in the ancient Dragon Kingdom, there were people who knew how to use the 

power of laws and embarked on the path of hunters.” 

“This doesn’t fit our understanding. It’s too unbelievable.” 

“In other words, the one being suppressed underground is a king from the ancient Dragon Kingdom, or 

perhaps even an ultimate king?” Chu Yan’s face was filled with shock and disbelief. 

“When I stepped into this hall, I had already activated the Eye of Insight. The loss of the Black Gold 

Crescent Blade has caused the seal to loosen. The existence underground is emitting evil thoughts that 

have been lingering here for a long time. If this continues, the remaining three Asura Demon God’s 

magic tools will also be corroded.” 

“So, what do you plan to do?” Chu Yan asked. 

Lu Benwei’s expression was solemn as he said, “The light bloodline has a purifying effect. With Judgment 

and my mental strength, I can fight it.” 

“But how strong is that king down there? His evil thoughts might be even stronger than I imagined.” 

“This might be a tough battle, but don’t worry, I’ll definitely get out!” 

Chapter 629 Spiritual World 

Lu Benwei sat cross-legged and released wisps of divine sense. 

The hall was dimly lit, and the candlesticks on the walls flickered with green candlelight. 

The four Asura Demon Gods looked ferocious as if they had come to life. Their four pairs of basin-sized 

eyes were filled with anger, evil, and delusion. 

Lu Benwei slowly opened his eyes and found himself in an empty space. There was nothing in the vast 

expanse of whiteness. 

“Hu!” 

Lu Benwei slowly let out a breath of turbid air and then said, “Come out.” 

He had entered the mental world of the evil spirit, so the evil spirit was naturally here. 



A black figure suddenly appeared in front of Lu Benwei. He was about two meters tall and had a strong 

body, but his face was black and his face could not be seen. 

“I have no enmity with you, so why are you trying to kill me?” the black shadow asked angrily. His voice 

was distorted, like a devil muttering to himself. He was the owner of this tomb, and he had already 

developed a sense of self-awareness. 

Little did they know that their existence would affect everything around them and corrode their 

intelligence. 

Lu Benwei did not waste any time talking to him. He raised his fist and punched out. The chaotic divine 

light exploded. It was a fatal blow! 

The other party was a wisp of evil intent, so Lu Benwei did not need to be merciful. He circulated his 

dual bloodlines and punched out with a fist that weighed hundreds of millions of tons. It was extremely 

domineering. 

The black figure was furious. With a bang, he stepped forward, accompanied by wind, lightning, and 

thunder. He was like an evil god! 

“Boom!” 

One of them raised his fist and collided with the other. Instantly, this vast expanse of white void 

shattered and was on the verge of destruction. 

Lu Benwei did not give the evil spirit a chance to catch his breath. He attacked again, mighty and 

domineering. His punch seemed to have the power to split the sky and earth. 

“Boom!” 

His arm moved like a flood dragon, and with a punch, he scattered the evil thoughts. The fragments flew 

like meteors. 

“Ah!” The black figure screamed miserably. It was extremely mournful as if he had walked through hell. 

This black figure was not in a battle state at the moment. Lu Benwei knew this and was prepared to kill 

him without any mercy. 

“Boom!” 

“Star Shattering Fist!” 

Lu Benwei swung his fists and formed a galaxy in space. 

Accompanied by an imposing manner that could swallow mountains and rivers, he was directly sent 

flying. 

The fist rain was like the stars in the sky, densely packed. The void space was boiling, and the galaxy was 

like a white waterfall falling from the sky. 

Those remnant fragments were everywhere. Lu Benwei did not give him any leeway at all and was 

prepared to completely obliterate them. 



Who knew that the fragments of evil thoughts would transform into human figures and fill the sky in an 

instant? 

“Boom!” 

The starlight fist rain struck them and once again smashed them into pieces, turning them into human 

shapes that were as numerous as the sand in the desert. 

“Myriad Lightning Killing Formation!” 

This was Lu Benwei’s most vicious attack. It carried endless killing intent and wanted to turn all the 

fragments of the evil thoughts into nothingness! 

The lightning shot into the sky, and the sea of lightning was endless. It kept expanding, and the entire 

space was shaking. 

The power of destruction dominated the world, wanting to shatter the void! 

The black figure’s miserable howl was like a demon from hell. It covered the sky and earth, clashing with 

the intertwining lightning and destructive power in an earth-shattering manner! 

The space collapsed and became the center of the storm, which quickly spread in all directions. 

The white wilderness had now faded away, turning into a beautiful land of mountains and rivers. 

The mountains were majestic, and the rivers and lakes were as vast as the sea. 

‘Did it fail?’ Lu Benwei thought, then took a deep breath and adjusted his body to its best condition. 

Suddenly, the space formed by this evil thought trembled. Demonic clouds covered the sky, and red lava 

steam rose from the ground. 

A tall and mighty man in black armor appeared in front of Lu Benwei. Just like before, Lu Benwei still 

could not see his face clearly. 

Lu Benwei’s eyes were cold, shooting out terrifying cold electricity. 

The dual-origin bloodline circulated, blossoming into wisps of chaotic divine splendor, setting off his 

body like glass, like a god in the sky. 

The evil spirit turned into a general. He was wearing monstrous armor, and his black hair was loose. His 

face was mysterious, and his body was covered in majestic black demonic qi. He looked like a terrifying 

demon god. 

“Boom!” 

Lu Benwei threw a punch. The blood in his body boiled, and his heart rang like a war drum. 

The evil thought moved like a dragon and like a tiger. In a flash, the river boiled, and the mountain 

collapsed. Then, it punched Lu Benwei. 

“Boom!” 



The sun and moon moved, and the stars shattered. The aura that erupted from the two of them was 

simply heaven-defying. 

“A little rascal dares to show off in front of me?” the evil spirit shouted, its voice filled with dignity. 

“Chi!” 

The evil spirit opened its mouth and transformed into a long sword. The sword was covered with fine 

scales and emitted a cold light. It was very terrifying. 

The scale sword contained a massive amount of evil power, which was a part of the evil power. If it 

made a cut, one would be corroded by the evil power and become his prisoner, a walking corpse. 

“Boom!” 

Lu Benwei took out the Ancient Sword of Clarity and fought with the evil spirit. The spiritual world was 

shattered. The entire river and ocean evaporated and dried up. The mountain was smashed into 

powder, revealing bare yellow soil. 

White steam rose and swept like waves. The huge rocks fell like stars and shattered, sending dust into 

the sky. 

Lu Benwei had already fought with the evil spirit for hundreds of rounds. 

The sword clashed with the evil spirit’s sword like iron clashing with metal. 

At the same time, outside the palace. Corpses were strewn everywhere, and the blood that flowed out 

could turn into a river. 

The Yang family’s disciple had killed many people, and his humanity had been completely eroded. He 

was no different from monsters. 

The Rodu family fled in a sorry state, afraid that they would die under the demonic blade. 

“First Master, what should we do?” 

The Ma family members panicked and asked their leader for help. Even though they had the protection 

of Ma Zheng, the demon blade was too terrifying. If they were careless, they would be drowned by his 

aura and die in one blow. 

The Ma family head was also in a sorry state. His hair was in a mess and his clothes were torn. 

“What should we do? What should we do?” he muttered to himself, then suddenly thought of 

something and his pupils widened. “Do any of you remember the path that the Zhang family took?” 

As soon as he finished speaking, a Ma family member said, “I know!” 

“If we keep up with the Zhang family, we might be saved once we enter the palace!” 

Everyone felt that it made sense. 

They were like headless chickens in this maze. There were a few times when they ran for their lives, but 

they encountered the demonic blade at the corner, causing several of them to lose their lives. 



Therefore, everyone followed the man in fear and trepidation. 

On the other side, many experts from the aristocratic families attacked the demonic blade and gradually 

gained the upper hand. 

Chapter 630 Zhu Family Ancestor 

“Clang!” 

Lu Benwei held the Ancient Sword of Clarity and clashed with the evil sword like iron. 

The evil spirit was very powerful, tearing Lu Benwei’s thumb and forefinger. However, Lu Benwei was 

calm and fearless, and the more he fought, the more brave he became. 

This evil sword was very strange. Every time it was swung, it would make a whimpering sound, like a 

ghost crying. 

“Who exactly are you?” after a confrontation, Lu Benwei pulled some distance away from the evil spirit 

and asked in a deep voice. 

“Let me out, and I’ll tell you!” The evil spirit sneered. 

“Dream on!” 

Lu Benwei swung his sword and slashed out a peerless sword qi that contained a trace of the power of 

judgment. 

The evil spirit was shocked. Evil beings had the most supreme power of judgment. 

“Puff!” 

The evil spirit spat out a large ball of demonic qi as if it was coughing out black blood. Then, its body 

trembled violently, both in pain and anger. 

Seeing that this move was effective, Lu Benwei opened his mouth and shouted, “Judgment!” 

The power of adjudication evolved into all kinds of divine weapons and swords. Each of them was 

incomparably sharp. The power of adjudication lingered on them, and they had the strongest and 

fiercest power. 

“Buzz!” 

All the divine weapons and swords began to slash at the evil thought with a powerful attack! 

The evil spirit wailed crazily, and the phantom of its body was broken. 

“Puff!” 

“You, you’re courting death!” The evil spirit coughed out a ball of demonic qi and roared in this life-and-

death battle. 

“Flying Snake Divine Spear!” 



The evil spirit’s forehead flashed, and a black spear emerged. It was covered with a layer of scales, and it 

was stretched straight. It looked like a flying snake, and it was extremely cold. 

The divine spear tore through the void, trying to pierce through Lu Benwei’s body. 

“Flying Snake?” 

The Flying Snake was a type of snake that could fly in the legends of the Dragon Kingdom. It was called a 

divine monster! Although it had no feet, it could ride the clouds and travel in the air! 

More importantly, the Flying Snake was the totem monster of the Zhu family, one of the eight great 

families! The Zhu family’s bloodline power came from the Flying Snake! 

The Flying Snake Divine Spear tore through the air as fast as lightning. 

“Holy Light Shield!” 

Lu Benwei raised his hand and a huge shield appeared in front of him. 

“Clang!” 

The Flying Snake Divine Spear was indestructible. It pierced through the Holy Light Shield like a bolt of 

black lightning. 

“Divine Sword of Destruction!” 

Lu Benwei attacked with a world-destroying attack. The destructive sword light covered the sky and 

earth, pouring down like a flood, drowning the entire world. 

“Boom!” 

“Buzz!” 

The Flying Snake Divine Spear pierced through the sky and stopped Lu Benwei’s attack. 

Lu Benwei took a deep breath and stepped on Lightning Speed. He turned into a flash of lightning and 

dodged the attack of the divine spear. 

“Flying Snake Divine Spear!” the evil spirit shouted. 

“Buzz!” 

The Flying Snake Divine Spear trembled and resonated with the mountain range. Then, it split into 

108,000 spears, each of which had a peerless sharpness! 

“Judgment!” 

Lu Benwei opened his mouth and spat out a light shout, transforming into 108,000 divine weapons and 

swords. 

Each of them was extremely sharp, and the power of judgment lingered on them, giving them an 

extremely strong and fierce power. 

“Clang! Clang! Clang!” 



… 

Lu Benwei summoned 108,000 divine weapons and swords to collide with the Flying Snake Divine Spear. 

The mountain range rumbled as the divine weapons clashed with the Flying Snake Divine Spear. The 

sound reverberated between heaven and earth, and the entire world shook. 

The golden divine weapons seemed to merge like a golden ocean. They washed against the black ocean, 

creating a vacuum. 

The evil spirit’s body was full of demonic energy, and its body was playing with the black sea in front of 

it. 

“Puff!” 

A cold light flashed, and his body began to tremble. The Ancient Sword of Clarity pierced through his 

body, and demonic qi surged. 

“You, how did you do it?” 

The evil spirit was shocked. Then, it quickly moved its body forward, wanting to escape from Lu Benwei. 

However, Lu Benwei’s speed was even faster. In an instant, he arrived in front of it and blocked its path. 

“Flying Snake, are you from the Zhu family?” 

The evil spirit let out a series of demonic roars, “I, I don’t know!” 

“Flying Snake Mounts the Mist and Ascends to Yellow Heaven!” 

“Rumble!” 

Lightning flashed and thunder rumbled. The sky collapsed and fell. This was a very extraordinary skill, 

with the power of a legendary skill! 

Lu Benwei’s pupils constricted. 

One had to know that this evil spirit was only a wisp of the owner of the underground tomb, but it 

already had such terrifying power. How powerful would its true body be when it was alive?! 

“Buzz!” 

Two vertical pupils suddenly opened in the sky. A giant snake that could wrap around the world was 

awakening. Its blood-red mouth opened, and the snake tongue that was revealed was hair-raising. 

When the Flying Snake became a god, it stood above the yellow sky, and the nine heavens and ten lands 

seemed to be at its disposal. 

Lu Benwei’s scalp went numb, and he felt that the existence suppressed underground was amazing. 

Such a skill did not exist in this world. It could only be found in myths and legends. 

Fortunately, this skill was displayed by a wisp of the evil spirit, so there was still a possibility of 

competition! 



” Clear Heart Slash Technique!” Lu Benwei shouted. 

The stars flashed, the sun and moon moved, and Lu Benwei sacrificed a portion of his life force. The 

power of heaven and earth surged up. 

“Roar!” The evil spirit roared, and a cold light flashed between its eyebrows. A will that could destroy 

the world erupted. 

The huge Flying Snake in the sky trembled, pressing down the sun, moon, and stars of the universe and 

attacking Lu Benwei. 

“Star Shattering Fist!” 

Lu Benwei swung his fists and created a new world. The dazzling galaxy filled it. 

The Flying Snake descended on a world, while Lu Benwei bombarded another world. 

The two worlds collided like the Big Bang of the universe. The mountains and rivers lost their color, and 

this spiritual world began to expand. It was like the beginning of the universe. The old world shattered, 

and a new world appeared. 

This was a vast galaxy, and every star provided endless star power for Lu Benwei. 

“Puff!” 

Lu Benwei coughed up a large mouthful of blood. His body had suffered considerable damage from the 

collision just now. 

Half of the evil spirit’s body was already broken, and demonic qi kept coming out of the gap. 

“You, how did you do it?” 

Its body trembled, and his voice was filled with unwillingness. The evil spirit had the memories of its 

original owner. This skill that could suppress an entire world had never failed before. 

“Tell me your identity and I will tell you!” 

Lu Benwei licked his teeth and smiled slyly. A tooth for a tooth, an eye for an eye. 

At the same time, he was also shocked. This was just a wisp of the evil spirit, but it could unleash 

limitless power, comparable to a level-90 king! 

“Flying Snake? Zhu family? Could he be the ultimate king of the Zhu family?” Lu Benwei said. 

“But that’s not right. Doesn’t this world only exist in the ancient Dragon Kingdom? How could the Zhu 

family’s king be here?” 

 


